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e Language Policies in 20th Century Cambodia: 
Debates on Orthography and Coinage
Hideo Sasagawa
is paper tries to explore the process in which an ethnic Khmer language became the national one 
in Cambodia. In order to analyze this issue, activities and debates concerned with orthography and coin-
age of the modern vocabulary are discussed.
e committee for editing a Khmer dictionary established in 1915 consisted both of the members 
who insisted etymological style of orthography and those who asserted phonemic style. A Buddhist 
monk Chuon Nat took initiative from 1926 and published the rst Khmer language dictionary in 1938. 
Aer the perfection of orthography based on etymological style in the dictionary, the ?Cultural Commit-
tee? began to create new vocabularies from 1947. Here again Chuon Nat assumed leadership with his best 
friend Huot Tat. Word formation of the Cultural Committee rejected Sanskrit-originated words created 
in Siam and preferred Pali language as elements of the modern vocabulary.
Against these activities, Keng Vannsak lodged a strong objection, and claimed that the Khmer lan-
guage had to exclude as many Sanskrit/Pali-originated words as possible to expand primary education. In 
1967 the National Assembly recognized Khmer as teaching language at schools, and a new educational 
magazine Khemarayeanakam ?Khmerization? was launched. e followers of Keng Vannsak presented 
another way of coinage which seemed much easier, and advocated a new orthography. Even aer the civil 
war, their new orthography had been employed in education and media. In 2009, however, orthography 
recurred to the dictionary.
rough a study of vicissitudes of language policies, we can understand the formation and develop-
ment of Cambodian cultural nationalism. By the early 1960s, the Buddhist monks attempted to dieren-
tiate Cambodian modern vocabulary from ai. Aerward, the advocates of Khmerization who had no 
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 1? T?K S?P  7? T?K T?S, K?P
 2? T?K S?P  8? T?K T?S, K?P
 3? T?K S?P  9? T?K T?S, K?P
 4? T?K S?P 10? T?K S?P
 5? T?K T?S, K?P 11? T?K T?S, K?P
 6? T?K S?P 12? T?K S?P
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Chap Pin ????? ? ?
Ouk Mauth ???????? ? ?
Menh Nakry ???????? ? ? ?
Tin Ruot ???????? ? ?
Oum Peou ?? ? ?
Chhim Soth ?? ? ?
Tim Prak ?? ?
Kim Hak ??? ? ?
Ung Tong Phkar ?? ?
Chuon Nat ?? ? ? ?
Huot Tat ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Tep Ou ?? ?
Sau Hay ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Van Sadum ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Pang Khat ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Martini [François?] ?????? ?
Ieu Koeus ???? ?
onn Ouk ??????? ?
Nou Hach ?????? ? ? ?
Niek Nou ???? ?
Chhim Krasem ????? ?
Nhok em ????? ?
Pou Um ???????? ?
Tchoum Tuoth ???????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Sam ang ????? ? ?
Ray Buc ????? ?
Pen So ???????? ?
Chum Tuot ??? ? ? ?
Svay So ?









Chau Seng ???? ?
Pheng Kanthel ???????? ?
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Meas Saem ?????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Mau Say ????? ? ? ?
Keng Van Sak ?? ?
Khieu Komar ?? ?
ao Kun ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Tep Yok ?????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Eng Soth ???? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Ros Ho ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Hell Samphar ???????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Aum Leng Eang ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Khuon Chhiek ???????? ? ?
Soeur Kean ??????? ? ? ? ?
Dy Rang ??? ? ? ?
Oeur Kim San ?????? ?
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